In this paper we define a vulnerable code to symbolic link exploit and propose a technique to detect this using program analysis. The existing methods to solve symbolic link exploit is for protecting it, on accessing a temporary file they should perform an investigation whether the file is attacked by symbolic link exploit. If programmers miss the investigation, the program may be revealed to symbolic link exploit. Because our technique detects all the vulnerable codes to symbolic link exploit, it helps programmers keep the program safety. Our technique add two type qualifiers to the existing type system to analyze vulnerable codes to symbolic link exploit, it detects the vulnerable codes using type checking including the added type qualifiers. Our technique detects all the vulnerable codes to symbolic link exploit automatically, it has the advantage of saving costs of modifying and of overviewing all codes because programmers apply the methods protecting symbolic link exploit to only the detected codes as vulnerable. We experiment our analyzer with widely used programs. In our experiments only a portion of all the function fopen() is analyzed as the vulnerabilities to symbolic link exploit. It shows that our technique is useful to diminish modifying codes.
fopen(fname1, "w"); 8 :
fopen(fname2, "w"); 9 :
... fopen(ptF1, "w");
8 : fopen(ptF2, "w"); 9 :
... 
SOLVER(C)
= for all κ ∊ C do S(κ) ← Q for all q ∊ Q do S(q) ← {q} let C' = C while C' ≠ ∅ do remove an L ≤ R from C' let S'L = S(L) ∩ S(R) let S'R = S(R) ∩ S(L) if S'L = ∅ or S'R = ∅ then return unsatisfiable if S(L) ≠ S'L then S(L) ← S'L Add each L' ≤ L and L ≤ R' in C to C' if S(R) ≠ S'R then S(R) ← S'R Add each L' ≤ R and R ≤ R' in C to C' return S (그림
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